
Sondheim 



The Ballad of  Sweeny Todd

• The opening number, typically of  musicals it is an ensemble number, it is reprised throughout the musical

• It is used as a narrative ensemble being an explanation of  the story to come or of  what has just occurred later in the story.

1. Organ opening

2. Opening solo 

3. Instruments, what makes the screech? 

4. What beat is brass on

5. Conjunct or disjunct 

6. Time signature 

7. Key 

8. Texture 



Sondheim 

• Born March 22, 1930, active years 1954-present. 

• Both a composer and lyricist.

• Began his first works as a lyricist, working on West Side Story as one of  his 
most iconic lyric only musicals.

• Iconic singular works :
• Sweeny Todd

• Company 

• Into the Woods 



Sondheim keywords 

• Leitmotif  - a recurrent theme throughout a musical or literary composition, associated with a particular person, idea, or 
situation

• Non-functional harmony - Chords in which the diatonic association is undermined; chords whose functional resolution is 
avoided

• Dissonant harmony - Dissonant chords lack harmony. The word dissonant comes from the Old French dis- meaning 
"apart" and sonare meaning "to sound." When a noise is dissonant, it sounds like it's broken apart, or not meshing together 
well.

• Compound time - While beats in simple meter are divided into two notes, beats in compound meter are divided into three



Inspirations 

• Sondheim shows a clear love for Wagner in his works when you look at the leitmotifs.

• Take for instance Wagner's leitmotif  of  102 Gunther as Hero : Der Ring Des Nibelungen 
and Sondheim's Agony: Into the Woods. 

• Sondheim's childhood was not parentally stable and Oscar Hammerstein became like a 
father to him during his time in military school where he met the mans son James

• Sondheim was greatly influenced by Robert Barrow his music teacher at Williamstown 
School ( military school) “Robert Barrow was so sensational that if  he had taught geology I 
would probably have become a geologist”

• After winning a $3000 Hutchinson Prize Sondheim decided to further his studies in 
composition choosing Milton Babbitt as his teacher which was an unusual choice 



Attitude to ensemble works within a musical  

• Sondheim saw little joy in stopping or delaying a plot line for an ensemble song

• Sondheim's ensemble songs typically therefore make use of  a crowd setting of  a song where 
they are utilised but the main feature of  the plot is still apparent and moving forward.  

• Sondheim, particularly in Sweeny Todd, makes use of  the crowd aspect of  songs. He uses a 
setting in which a crowd would occur to boost the atmosphere and make the ensemble work 
follow the plot instead of  the plot halting for the ensemble work. 

• Sondheim was ensemble work where everyone sings the same thing in harmony as 
unrealistic to the setting and feel he was trying to create and so carefully avoided this.



Pirelli's Miracle Elixir

1. Time

2. Key

3. Orchestration 

4. Solo

5. Conjunct or disjunct 

6. Texture 

7. Accompaniment 



Lucy 

• Who is Lucy?

• Why is her motif  so important?



Sondheim's use of  leitmotifs 

• Sondheim uses both covert and overt leitmotif  in his musicals.

• Covert leitmotif  is used by his adaptation of  the Dies Irae requiem. Dies irae

is literally the song of  death and Sondheim uses it to open the show in the 

Ballad of  Sweeny Todd setting the tone of  the death that will follow due to 

the character.  

• Overt leitmotif  is used by the iconic motif  each character has towards them 

within themselves. And how all the characters relate to each other within the 

play allow their motifs also to relate to one another. 



Joanna 

• Again a good use of  leitmotif  as occurs across songs like Lucy’s motif, also 

apparent in Epiphany. 

• Love song that strays away from a lot of  how his music can work.

• Much more functional harmony.



Children Will listen



Listening/ harmony 
• Children Will Listen – Into the Woods 



As a lyricist 

• Sondheim whist having made strides in a change of  the typical approach to musicals has also 
provided some fantastic lyrical work. 

• Sondheim uses both style and substance of  his music alongside the lyrics to create accurate feel. 

• In his own words:

"Then I try to start from the first song, and if  I have a lyric line or a phrase, I'll expand a bit. ... I may have a musical idea and expand on 
it, but I never go far without bringing the other one in, because you can paint yourself  into a corner if  you write a whole tune or even 
half  a tune with no idea what you're going to say in it — because you're then going to be hard-pressed to find words that fit inside the 
music easily and accomplish exactly what you want them to accomplish.“

"To know what you want to say and then how you want to phrase what you want to say — and then as the music develops, you'll start to 
improvise a rhyme scheme or to sense a rhyme scheme. And then you'll say 'All right, I've got this line that ends with "day" and I want 
to say "She loves him,' " and then you go through the rhyming dictionary. But there's so many rhymes for 'day.' and you want something 
that will somehow encompass or pinpoint what you want to say — there's a rhyme right there — about this situation. ... You make a list 
of  rhymes that are in some way relevant, and then you use them."


